
Welcome to Quaynote`s autumn newsletter!

With our annual conferences in Malta set to mark their tenth anniversaries next year, the 
Quaynote team is in a celebratory mood.  While we wonder where to find a cake big 
enough for over 200 people, you can book your places now at Opportunities in Business 
Jets and Opportunities in Superyachts.  The dates for your calendar are 22 & 23 March 
respectively.  For a detailed look at how to go about recruiting, training, incentivising, 
motivating – and keeping – good crew, Improving Yacht Crew Retention, the 2nd Annual 
Conference, returns to Nice, France, on 9 March. 

Throughout the pandemic, superyacht sales went through the roof, as new Owners 
discovered the benefits of isolating at sea.  Jessica Galea of Dingli & Dingli gives buyers a 
heads-up on what they should know in her article, “Buying a Yacht Today – what to expect”.  

Insurance has been around since the 1600s, but in the last few years the increase in natural 
disasters has led to changes in the way this centuries-old business operates.  We spoke to 
Richard Felipes, Marine Insurance Consultant and Nicolas Palacios, Business Development 
Executive at Capurro Insurance to discover the latest trends in the superyacht insurance 
sector.

Rhea Rouw sheds light on a development with its roots firmly in the 21st century.  In her 
piece on Changing Media Consumption and the World of Supeyachts, she explains how 
podcasts are transforming communications within the Industry.

Finally, we ask what is a TIC and why does your superyacht need one?  You`ll need to read 
this piece by Andy Bowers of DG Maritime to find out.  
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Buying a Yacht - what to expect 
By Jessica Galea, Dingli & Dingli

Acquiring a yacht in the 1990s/early 2000s when the 
yachting market was much smaller was very different 
to what it is today. Transactions were not as complex 
– the number of requirements to present to financiers 
and other interested parties have increased. The 
procedure is no longer such a straightforward one. 

Superyacht insurance today: why quality wins 
over price
Lorna Titley interviews Richard Felipes

On an Owner`s shopping list of must-haves for their 
superyacht, insurance for their dream asset is unlikely 
to appear first.  In fact, while the excited client is picking 
out their yacht toys and accessories, it is usually the 
yacht`s Captain, yacht manager or another trusted 
advisor who is deciding which is the best policy.  

Changing Media Consumption and the World 
of Superyachts  
by Rhea Rouw

“Many people are not aware of the power podcasts 
hold in their ability to create new ideas, innovation 
and key aspects for business growth. With this medium 
growing more popular than ever before within our 
industry-whether it be companies looking at branding 
awareness or educational purposes now might be 
the ideal time to explore these offerings further”  
Alex Barron, Owner, Nautical Digital
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With a recent increase in the number of fires on board 
superyachts, the need to keep your firefighting kit 
up to date is more pressing than ever.  What`s more,  
firefighting and rescue operations at sea present a 
unique set of challenges, quite different from those 
encountered in land-based fires.

WYCC Insurance responds to the needs 
of maritime professionals, including 
superyachts, crew placement, payroll 
managers, manning agencies, crew 
managers and shipowners, all around the 
world, whatever the requirement.

WYCC’s strength lies within its ability to offer 
tailor-made insurance policies to protect 
clients everywhere. 
 
Find out more at https://www.wycc-insur-
ance.com

Established in 2005, Quaynote specialises in 
communications and events for the superyacht / 
megayacht, maritime, business jet, aviation and security 
industries, offering thought leadership through our news, 
website, PR & Marketing services.

As specialists in your industry, we are here to develop your 
business.
 
For further information: 
Lorna Titley - lorna@quaynote.ca 
Alison Singhal - alison@quaynote.com 
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Tick the TIC?  The case for having a Thermal 
Imaging Camera on board your yacht
by Andy Bowers, DG Maritime
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